What the world listened to in

2017 2018 2019

Top-streamed artists:

#1 Post Malone
#2 Billie Eilish
#3 Ariana Grande

Top-streamed songs:

#1 "Bad Guy" - Billie Eilish
#2 "Sunflower" - Post Malone, Swae Lee
#3 "Señorita" - Camila Cabello, Shawn Mendes

Top-streamed album:
WHEN WE ALL FALL ASLEEP, WHERE DO WE GO?
Billie Eilish

Top breakout artists:
- Lil Nas X
- Lizzo
- Lunay

Top podcast genre:
Comedy

Top podcast:

#1 The Joe Budden Podcast with Rory & Mal
#2 My Favorite Murder with Karen Kilgariff and Georgia Hardstark
#3 Gemischte Hack

Top-streamed podcasts:

#1 The Joe Budden Podcast with Rory & Mal
#2 My Favorite Murder with Karen Kilgariff and Georgia Hardstark
#3 Gemischte Hack

Most active sign, based on Cosmic Playlist streams:
Scorpio

Most repeated song to come out of the southern hemisphere:
"DANCE MONKEY"

The world's top moods, based on streaming of our mood-themed playlists:

- happy
- feel good
- relaxed
- confi dent

Top-streamed album not released in the past decade:
Bohemian Rhapsody
Queen

Top-streamed K-Pop band:
BTS

In April, BTS became the first K-Pop group to surpass 5B streams

Top-breakout genre:
Modern Bollywood

Coming out of a top breakthrough market, India, which we welcomed into the mix in February 2019

BTS

(Key Scorpio trait: dedication)